
Kyle Adams, Web Developer 
It’s just typing.

Phone: 317.782.5443 
E-mail: kadams54@gmail.com

Getting Started 

Back in 1996 I created my high school's first web site; that was also my first brush with web 
development. Twenty years later, I still love the process. Here are some of the things I've learned:

My Experience 

Canonical USA, Inc., Software Engineer, 2014-2017 

Worked with design and dev teams to create the frontend for Juju-as-a-Service (http://
jujucharms.com). Collaborated with designers to bring mocks to life as Javascript/React components, 
then worked with backend developers to connect those components to the various Go-based 
microservices. 

SourceForge, Senior UX Engineer, 2011-2014 

Broadened SourceForge's target audience through the creation, testing, and launch of various 
software verticals. Conducted user and AB testing that improved summary page-to-download 
conversions by 8%, leading to almost 1M more downloads each month. 

SourceForge, Software Engineer, 2009-2011 

Responsible for replacing the decade-old PHP code with a new Python web app running on top of 
MongoDB, all on a very tight timeline. The overhaul included gathering requirements, collaborating 
with other developers and designers, and executing on feature requests in a timely manner. 

GFS, Software Engineer II, 2004-2009 

Developed enterprise CRM systems, primarily Java development for web-based applications. Taught 
and mentored peers on test-driven development, continuous integration, pair programming, and other 
agile techniques. 

GFS, Software Engineer I, 2001-2004 

Supported developers on software configuration management tools and build systems. Replaced ad-
hoc tools and systems with standardized Subversion, Ant build files, and Hudson CI server.

• user experience testing 
• open source software development 
• agile methodologies 
• full stack architecture 

• big data processing and visualization 
• supporting mission-critical enterprise 

applications 
• user interface design and development

My Education 

2001: Bachelor of Arts from Calvin College

Looking for more? Take a look at https://kadams54.com.
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